The routes for transformation of follicular lymphoma.
Aggressive transformation, a frequent event in the natural history of follicular lymphoma, is associated with increased lymphoma-related mortality and yet the underlying biology remains poorly defined. This review outlines recent advances in our understanding of the genetic basis and evolutionary process leading to transformation. Both the antecedent indolent and transformed follicular lymphoma (tFL) arise through branched divergent evolution with tumors emerging from a founder precursor population, the common progenitor cell. Although the majority of tFLs maintain a germinal center B-cell gene expression signature, an activated B-cell-type (ABC-type) profile appears to predominate in BCL2-translocation negative cases. It does not appear that a single unifying genetic or epigenetic event promotes a fitter and more aggressive clone. Transformed follicular tumors are genetically heterogeneous perhaps reflecting the varying clinical behavior and outcomes of this disease event. Follicular lymphoma and tFL remain incurable tumors highlighted by our inability to eradicate the founder common progenitor cell population with current therapies. Progress has now been made in defining the genetic events and evolutionary pathways responsible for transformation. Although more research is required in predicting and understanding the biology of transformation, there are opportunities to improve outcomes by preferentially directing targeted therapies toward 'actionable' early and transformation-specific aberrations.